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Abstract
Numerical simulation results for the nonlinear evolution of neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) and
the stabilization of NTMs by localized RF current drive are presented. It is shown that the saturated
island width does not increase linearly with the local bootstrap current density fraction. The NTMs are
found to be stabilized by a localized RF current drive, if a sufficiently large RF current is deposited at the
rational surface. However, the modulated current drive to deposit the RF current at the o-point of the
island has approximately the same stabilizing effect as a continuous RF current drive.
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1. lntroduction
It is well known that classical tearing mode
instability is driven by a positive A', the tearing mode

perturbation of the equilibrium current density profile.

index determined by the plasma current density profile
and the mode numbers [1]. For a high temperature

density at the island's o-point and decays away from the

tokamak plasma, the perturbed bootstrap current usually

positive magnetic shear, similar to the usual island with
an additional noninductive cuffent drive near its o-point
in the direction opposite to the equilibrium plasma

The perturbed current density takes the negative value

of the original local equilibrium bootstrap current
island. This perturbed current is destabilizing for

plays an important role in the nonlinear growth of the
tearing modes [2,3]. The inclusion of the perturbed
bootstrap current leads to the so called neoclassical
tearing mode (NTM). If the fraction of the bootstrap

curTent.

In recent years both experimental and theoretical
efforts have been devoted to NTMs. In the present paper
numerical modelling results on two aspects of NTMs,

current density is sufficiently large, the saturated
magnetic island width is determined by perturbed
bootstrap current and A'. NTMs have been found to be
the most severe limitation of the achievable plasma

their nonlinear growth and saturation and their
stabilization by localized RF current drive, are

pressure in tokamaks [4-8].

presented. Two dimensional transport is included in the

The driving mechanism of a NTM can be easily
understood for a sufficiently large magnetic island. Due

calculations which is essential for modelling NTMs. It
will be shown that the saturated island width is not

to the large ratio

proportional to the local bootstrap current density
fraction for a sufficiently large bootstrap current
fraction. NTMs are found to be stabilized bv localized

between the parallel and the

perpendicular transport coefficients the plasma pressure

profile is flattened inside the island, and the bootstrap
current disappears there. This corresponds to a
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RF current drive with an accurate RF wave deposition.
However, a modulated current drive to deposit the RF
current at the island's o-point has approximately the
same stabilizing effect as a continuous RF current drive.
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2. Nonlinear evolution of NTMs
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The equations describing the NTMs are Ohm's law,

the equation of motion, and the pressure evolution

e

equation,
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Fig. 1 The normalized 4/3 island width versus normalized time for a local bootstrap current density fraction of 0.22 (solid curve) and 0.038 (dotted curve).

(3)

where B=Bot+YYLe, and v=-YQxe, are the magnetic
field and velocity, and Y and @ the magnetic flux function and the stream function, respectively. j is the cur-

rent density along the e, (toroidal) direction, jo=
-gd;/\)dpldr the bootstrap current density. g is a
function of the minor radius r depending on the
collisionality, *r/R the inverse aspect ratio, Bo the
poloidal field, p the mass density, p the viscosity, p the

limit
site

field, and Z the transport coefficient. The subscripts

v">>v1.ft6, Eq. (4) reduces to )(il=X1".In the oppovs<<vrekb, f,17v7"/k6 [9]. The 711 given by eq.

limit

(4) takes its maximal value at the rational surface and
decreases away from it.
The nonlinear time evolution of an mln=4/3
magnetic island width (normalized to the minor radius
a) is shown in Fig. 1, where the solid (dotted) curve is
obtained with a local bootstrap current density fraction

pressure, Q the heating power, E the equilibrium electric

i-

0.005
t

(xnv,r)

+V.(7,V.r) + e,

and

0.04

ll

denote the parallel and perpendicular components,

respectively.

0.22 (0.038\ at the rational surface. The time

Equations (1)-(3) agree with the reduced MHD
equations if the bootstrap current and the parallel and

normalized to the resistive time tR=a2Uol n.
a2 | r*, 7 t=2.4a2 I t*, and, S=r,.rl t a=2x106 ar e
X

is

tt

"=8.5x10e
taken, where ?A is the Alfven time. It is seen that the 413

perpendicular transport terms are neglected. The

mode is stable for a low bootstrap current density
fraction but grows and saturates for a higher one.

equilibrium toroidal magnetic field is approximated to

be a constanl, and the toroidal mode coupling is
neglected. The bootstrap current is the only toroidal

In Fig. 2 the saturated mln=4/3 island width is
shown as a function of the local bootstrap current
density fraction at the rational surface. The saturated

effect included. Since the difference between the particle
and the heat transport is not distinguished, eqs. (l)-(3)
are valid only 1or large islands.
According to previous theories [9,10], the
following form for 711 is utilized,

Xr=fr"fl

t

island width increases strongly for lower local bootstrap
current density fraction but slower for a larger one. Such
a behavior suggests that, in addition to the m/n=413

helical bootstrap current perturbation, additional
nonlinear effects are also involved in the mode

(4)

saturation mechanism.
In Fig. 3 the local current density profile is shown.
The solid curve shows the original equilibrium current

where yx"-3.16v7""/v" is the classical parallel electron
thermal transport coefficient and kb=Bl.klB is the parallel wave vector, v7"=(T"lm")tt2 is the electron thermal
velocity and v" is the electron collision frequency. In the

density profile, and the dotted curve is the m/n=O/O

current density profile at island's saturation,
corresponding to the solid curve of Fig.
37
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at r=0.01?n.
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surface shifts inwards towards the magnetic axis, and
the local magnetic shear is increased. Such a change in
the m/n=0/0 current density profile and the 4 profile is
found to have a more significant effect on the saturated
island width in a small magnetic shear region [11].
It is therefore clear that, the disappearance of the
bootstrap current inside the island leads to both a helical
component and a mln=010 component current density
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perturbation. The helical component is destabilizing,
while the m/n=010 component, leading to a new
equilibrium current profile, is stabilizing. This explains
the slower than linear increase of the saturated island
width in the large bootstrap current density fraction
region, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 The saturated 4/3 island width versus the

local

bootstrap cu rrent density fraction.
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3. Stabilizing NTMs by localized RF current
drive
Because NTMs limit the confinement of tokamak
plasmas, one should try to stabilize these modes. A
straightforward stabilization method is to use localized
RF current drive to fill the current hole caused by the
disappearance of the bootstrap current inside the island.
It has recently been shown on ASDEX Upgrade that
localized ECCD can reduce the mode amplitude to zero
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Ohm's law is modified to the form

E

E

To model the effect of RF current on NTMs,
-0.40

.YV= E - n(i - i"- i^)
* *,

o

,

(s)

:J

C)

where ja is the RF drive current source term.

The RF driven current is caused by the asymmetric
heating of electrons in the velocity space. The resulting
fast electrons have a much longer slowing down time
than the thermal ones. The corresponding time scale is
usually in the range 0.1-lms for ECCD, and even
longer for LHCD for high temperature tokamak plasmas
t10,141. The fast electrons will diffuse in space while
they slow down, and therefore the driven current profile
depends on both the wave deposition profile and the fast
electron transport. In the presence of a magnetic island
both the parallel and the perpendicular transport affect
the profile of the driven current. To take into account
these effects, the fast electron density is described by the
two dimensional transport equation [10]
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Fig. 3 The original equilibrium current density profile
(solid curve) and the mln=OlO current density pro-

file at island's saturation (dotted curve), corresponding to Fig. 1 at t=0.01.

The equilibrium plasma current is in the negative e,

in the opposite direction to the toroidal
magnetic field, and therefore it is negative. The
direction

equilibrium rational surface is at r"=Q.46a. The local ml
n=0/0 current density and the current density gradient is
reduced around the rational surface due to zero
bootstrap current inside the island. The change of the
local current density profile leads to a corresponding
change of the local safety factor q proflle. The rational

!

=v '(xu,Y un,) +Y '(tt',Y
+

vr(nr"- rr)

,

'n,)

(6)

where n1 is the fast electron density, )(n1 and )( rr are the
38
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parallel and perpendicular transport coefficients of the
fast electrons, and yal is the slowing down time of the
fast electrons. n1, is the fast electron source due to the

0.10

RF waves given by [10,14]

I l. .. \21

nf,= nra"^p'| l- zl ' :.' o' |
I wa. I
where

rzL6

n (n mlI ,
I tw
^,
|

(s

Q)

=

0.05

is the magnitude of the source, w6. is the ra-

dial half-width of the fast electron density profile, and
16. is the deposition radius where ni, has its maximal
value.

The square box function II(ho,Lh) in eq. (7) takes
into account the effect of island rotation [0,14]. We
assume that the island does not rotate, and its o-point

0.00
0.00

Fig. 4 The normalized 3/2 island width versus the normalized time before (solid curve) and after (dotted
curve) RF current is turned on.

and fton (/r"s) is the helical angle at which the RF wave is
turned on (off). When hon=-7t12 and ho1pnl2, the wave

71"=2.lxl0ea2lTp are taken. The minor radius of the RF
current peak, 16", is chosen to be at the q=312 rational
surface r.. It is seen that a sufficient large RF current
can stabilize the NTM. The MCD can also stabilize the
3/2 mode with the same parameters as given above.
In Fig. 5 the time evolution of the island width is
shown after the RF current is turned on at t=0.01?n,
with 16./10=0.01 for both the MCD (solid curve) and the
NMCD (dotted curve), and all the other parameters
being the same as in Fig. 4. It is seen that the island
width is reduced to approximately the same level for the
MCD or the NMCD case. The reason for such results is
that, although the RF source cunent is modulated for the
MCD to deposit the RF current at the o-point of the
island to have a larger mln=3/2 component, for the
NMCD the mln=3/2 component ofi6 is also formed due
to the geometry and the transport, since the fast
electrons generated near the x-point of the island diffuse
along the field lines to a larger area around the island,
and the driven current density there is therefore small.
While the fast electrons generated around the o-point of
the island can only diffuse away by perpendicular

deposition and the resulting fast electron source are
located around the o-point of the island, and we will call
this case the modulated current drive (MCD). When
hon=-lt and ho1pv, the fast electron source rotates along
all the helical angle corresponding to a continuous RF
current drive in time, and we will call this case the nonmodulated current drive (NMCD).

is caused by the fast

electrons, we assume the driven current densityTi to be

proportional to the fast electron density, ja=cflr. The
total driven curent 1o is obtained by integratingTi over
the plasma cross section. The constants c; and zs.6 in eq.
(7) can be determined from Ia. Similarly, the source
current, 10", can be obtained by assuming the source
current density ja"=crnr", and integrating j6. over the
plasma cross section. The half width w6. and the total
RF source current 16, can be obtained from a ray-tracing
and Fokker-Planck code

0.03

t

and x-point are at the helical angle h=m9+nfuU and *n
respectively, while the instantaneous wave deposition
width along the helical angle, L,h=mL9+nLQ, rotates
with respect to the island at an angular frequency rrr.
II(ho,Lh) is defined as II1ho.Lh1=l for lh-hol<Ah and
hon<ho1ho11, and II(hs,L,h)=0 elsewhere, wherc, ho=at

Since the driven current

0.01 0.02

[4].

The growth and saturation of an mln=3/2 magnetic
island driven bv a perturbed bootstrap current is shown
by the solid curve in Fig. 4. The equilibrium bootstrap

transport which is much slower than the parallel
transport. Therefore, for NMCD the driven current
density is also larger at the o-point of the island than

cuffent densitl, fraction is 0.14 at the q=312 surface
Iocated at e0.58a. After the RF current is turned on at
t=0.01?n, the time evolution of the island width is
shown by the dotted curve for the NMCD, where /6,/
Ip=O.O2l, wa"/ a=O.O4, Xr23a2/ rp, I,Lt =3.0a21 rs,
Lh=0.482, a>Sxl}alrp, v;=4x7}3/r*, and, 7x1=7u with

elsewhere, and the mln=312 componentTi is close to that
of MCD. The slighrly larger stabilizing effect for the

NMCD is due to a larger change of the local mln=Ol}
component current density gradient, since 16=10" for the
39
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Fig. 6 The normalized island width versus the normalized time for a*1lalra (soild curve), 103/zr (dotted
curve), and 0 (dashed) after RF current is on.

Fig. 5 The normalized island with versus the normalized

time for MCD (solid curve) and NMCD (dotted
curve).

In Fig. 7 the normalized island width is shown as a

NMCD and 16=0.J7u. for the MCD.
Usually a magnetic island rotates with respect to
the laboratory frame with olvp>I. However, when c/
v5<1, Ia will reach 16" in one cycle, and a larger
stabilizing effect is achieved as seen form Fig. 6, where
the time evolution of the magnetic island width is shown
for rrrl0a/rn (solid), l0r/r* ldotted) and 0 (dashed),
respectively, for.|6,/10=Q.QQ7 and NMCD. All other input
parameters are the same as those for Fig. 4. It is seen
that, for a larger a, or|}altp, the island width decreases
to a steady value similar to Fig. 5. When a=5x104/rn.

function of the normalized time for Lh=O.4 (solid curve)
and 0.8 (dotted curve), respectively, where crO and 16,/
1p=0.014 are taken, and all the other input parameters
are the same as those for Fig. 4. It is seen that the island
width decreases as Ay'l decreases due to a larger helical
component of j6 for a smaller Aft.

The major difficulty encountered in

the

experiments of stabilizing NTMs using localized current

drive is to identify the exact location of the rational
surface. If 16. is shifted from r,, the stabilizing effect is
weaker as shown in Fig. 8, in which the time evolution
of the island width is shown for dr-(r6.-r.)/a=0.005

the result is approximately the same as that with 104/rp.

For a smaller a, oFl03lla., the island width oscillates in
time because of the rotation of the RF culrent deposition
along the helical angle. The time averaged island width
is the same as that with olvp>|, but a minimal value of
the island width exists which is helpful for the
stabilization, as the perturbed bootstrap current is not

(solid curve), 0.02 (dotted curve) and -0.015 (dashed
curve), respectively, where 16./10-0.03 is taken. It is seen
that the suppression of the NTM is possible if dr is
sufficiently small.

able to drive the mode unstable for an island width
smaller than the seed island width [8]. For arO the RF
current source is always on and localized around the opoint of the island with a deposition width Aft along the
helical angle, and 1a=1a, in a time scale
v;1, which corresponds to a larger mln=312 component

4. Discussion and Summary

ofj6 and therefore a stronger stabilizing effect.
For rrrlv1>>I, no significant effect of A/r on the
stabilization has been found for both MCD and NMCD
with Ah varying from 0.1 to 1.0, while for rrlv61, the
stabilizing effect is found to be larger for a smaller A/2.

For a high bootstrap current density fraction, the

In the present paper it is shown that the increase of
the saturated island width with the local bootstrap
current density fraction is slower than linear because of
the change of the m/n=0,/0 current profile due to the
disappearance of the bootstrap cuffent inside the island.
saturated island width tends to saturate. The numerical
results agree with the experimental observation [7].

The NTMs are found to be stabilized by localized
RF current, if the RF wave deposition location is
40
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RF current deposition and the island. In this case if the

0.11

minimal value of the island width is smaller than the
width, the mode will be stabilized [8]. When
alv5l, a smaller instantaneous wave deposition width
Lh along the helical angle leads to a larger stabilizing
seed island

0.09

effect. These results suggest that a slow rotating NTM is
more easily to be stabilized by the RF current, especially
when Afr is small.
In conclusion, our numerical results indicate that:
(1) The saturated island width tends to saturate for high
bootstrap current density fraction.
(2) A continuous RF current has about the same stabilizing effect as a modulated one.
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Fig. 7 The normalized island width versus the normalized time for Ah=0.4 (solid) and 0.8 (dotted).
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